T R A N S C E N D E X P E C TAT I O N S
& IMMERSE IN SERENITY

‘‘ I personally ensure that each and every
KANOPIAN guest has the experience of a
lifetime at our penthouses. For fine food
connoisseurs, I whole-heartedly recommend
our haute cuisine in-room dining service.
My team and I are delighted to take care
of any exclusive requests you may have. ‘‘
Norbert Bota
KANOPIAN FOUNDER
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A C C O M M O D AT I O N AT I T S

FINEST

Leisure and business travel has never
been so exhilarating. KANOPIAN cordially
welcomes you to discover the premier
full-service penthouse hotel experience
that transcends expectations and
immerses you in serenity.
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VISION

KANOPIAN AIMS TO BE THE
QUINTESSENCE OF TRANSYLVANIAN
HOSPITALITY
When traveling to one of the most
splendid areas in Romania, you deserve
nothing less than the utmost contentment
in terms of accommodation.
The KANOPIAN concept is deeply rooted
in the extensive wellbeing of our guests
and all facets of their visit.
Our vision is to curate an extraordinary
experience for each individual, couple
or family by tending to their every need,
request and desire with top-of-the-line
services.
UNWIND IN A SUMPTUOUS SETTING
KANOPIAN provides the highest level
of comfort, refinement, and allure in all
our upscale apartments. Every luminous
penthouse is meticulously designed to
create a remarkable environment for our
guests. With a minimalist approach, our
team has blended breathable coziness
with optimum smart home functionality.
The difference is in the details, from the
unique designer furnishings to the warm
lighting pieces or carefully selected color
palettes.
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PREMIUM
AMENITIES
BEYOND THE PENTHOUSES:

REVEL IN STATE-OF-THE-ART

ELITE SERVICES

FACILITIES

Ambience is only a fraction of the

At KANOPIAN, we make the most of

KANOPIAN experience. Our team

innovation in technology to augment

is devoted to ensuring that the finest

guest convenience. In addition to the flat

private services are at your disposal

screen TVs and in-ceiling audio systems,

throughout your entire visit.

every unit features mobile access and

Exclusive in-room dining, a personal
chauffeur and deluxe car rental or a 24/7

control.

concierge are just a few of the premium

Moreover, KANOPIAN penthouses are

services you can access during your stay

completely equipped with gourmet

at KANOPIAN.

kitchens, furnished patios and polished

Even more, our guests are greeted
with complimentary welcome gifts and
toiletries, as well as free WiFi, secure
parking and daily housekeeping
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smart home connection for full wireless

private bathrooms, some of which feature
spacious jacuzzis.

The grand view from a KANOPIAN
penthouse will truly astound you. Start
your days with a cup of complimentary
Nespresso coffee on the patio and take in
the awe-inspiring scenery from your top

WAKE UP AND FEEL

INSPIRED

floor accommodation. The breathtaking
mountains and greenery in the distance
are guaranteed to leave you energized,
inspired and excited for the business or
recreation filled day ahead.

WORLD CLASS

CHEF

at your service
An exquisite 5-course meal is just a request away with our
sophisticated in-room dining service. A gourmet chef and his brigade
de cuisine are ready to dazzle you with the finest preparation and
presentation of enticing international dishes. Simply place your order
several hours prior to dining and relax while the team pre-prepares your
finger food, hors d'oeuvres, soup, main course and dessert.
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SIT BACK AND RELAX.
YOUR PENTHOUSE IS A SMART HOME.
In a KANOPIAN apartment, you have the
liberty of adjusting your environment to
match your every preference. Owing to the
smart home system each unit is connected
to, you benefit from a plethora of hi-tech
features that make accommodation more
pleasant than ever before. With movement
and thermal sensors and an integrated
security alarm, the smart system will
welcome, entertain and protect you for the
duration of your visit.
Mobile access is at the core of every
KANOPIAN penthouse. Via NFC, your
smart device not only grants you
contactless entrance to your apartment,
but it also instantly connects you to WiFi.
From there, feel free to tweak the in-ceiling
sound system settings in any or all rooms
from your mobile too. Tech-savvy guests
will be thrilled to discover all the cuttingedge experiences KANOPIAN has in store
for them.

SMART LIKE YOU
Y O U R S M A R T H O M E A W AY F R O M H O M E
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W E L C O M E T R E AT S
W I T H LOV E
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WE’RE DELIGHTED TO HAVE YOU. WELCOME TO KANOPIAN.
Exemplary hospitality plays a pivotal role in the KANOPIAN concept.
Upon arrival, our guests are greeted with a complimentary bottle of
sparkling wine. After that, we strive to keep their stay as sweet as can
be with homemade Belgium chocolate, gifted on a daily basis. Guests
also have a Nespresso machine at their disposal, with complimentary
coffee to fuel their adventures out and about in Brasov.
ADDITIONAL PERKS, FREE OF CHARGE
Tremendous value is also at the top of our priorities list. Therefore,
other free services and advantages included in your accommodation
are toiletries, home essentials (i.e. iron, hair dryer, clothing hangers), a
safety deposit box, daily housekeeping and photocopying services for
business purposes. If you are traveling with your pet, we are more than
happy to welcome your four-legged friend free of charge on request.
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GENERAL

FEATURES
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EXECUTIVE SUITE
Studio Type: 45m2

GRAND SUITE
3-room Type: 90m2

Living room-kitchen
1 Bedroom
1 Bathroom
Patio size: 10m2

Living room
Kitchen
2 Bedrooms
2 Bathrooms
Patio size: 10m2

GRAND SUPERIOR
SUITE
4-room Type: 100m2
Living room-kitchen
3 Bedrooms
2 Bathrooms
Patio size: 90m2
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EVERY KANOPIAN PENTHOUSE
IS FULLY FURNISHED
AND EQUIPPED WITH:

• 55” 4K flat screen TV
• Smart Home System

• Soundproof rooms

• Auto security alarm

• Smoke detector

• Auto light & musical greeting upon entrance

• Safety deposit box

• Auto lights off upon exit

• Central heating

• NFC contactless entrance

• Dishwasher

• NFC contactless WiFi connection

• Stove

• All-room in-ceiling sound system

• Refrigerator & freezer

• Free WiFi

• Washing machine
• Towels
• Iron
• Hair dryer
• Hangers
The residential area property also features:
• Elevator
• Wheelchair accessible
• Children's playground
• Pets allowed
• Free secure parking
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HI-TECH FEATURES & FACILITIES
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P R I V AT E T R A V E L
FACILITIES
We know that transportation is a

Additional Service Highlights:

fundamental part of your visit. Our

• 24/7 Concierge

private travel services are at the same

• Laundry service

preeminent standard as the rest of

• Grocery delivery

our advanced facilities. We are glad

• Room service

to assist you in booking a personal

• Bottle of water

chauffeur through our exclusive personal

• Dry cleaning

transportation service for up to 8

• Valet parking

individuals. Alternatively, our team is

• Minibar

prepared to facilitate your ideal rental

• Breakfast

car, with options that range from

• Exclusive personal transportation

accessible to luxury class vehicles.

• Rental car service
• Airport shuttle
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KANOPIAN properties are conveniently
positioned in the heart of Brasov,
with some of the city’s most iconic
landmarks and attractions all within
a radius of several kilometers. You are
only a 10-minute drive away from the
historical city center and at a 4-minute
walking distance from the largest mall
in Transylvania, Coresi Shopping Resort.
Some of the highly coveted surroundings
also include Paradisul Acvatic (2.3 km),
Strada Sforii (4 km), Tampa Mountain
Cable Car (6 km), or Brasov Adventure
Park (6.6 km), among numerous others.

CENTRAL,
YET PACEFUL
RESIDENTIAL
AREA
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THANK YOU FOR CHOOSING

US

